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TBD…
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!!

Dramatic illustration of paleodetectors:
exposure = Mt



A next natural step (WIMP dark matter)

Old school: calibration before limit. Describes DM application. 
(flies under our radar, but caught in time)
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(the grad students 
have entered the chat)
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This is why we cannot have nice things
(origin of the 30-year halt in PDs)

PRL 74 (1995) 4133 
PRL 76 (1996) 331 

Saving grace:
monochromatic 

at 72 keV.
New imaging tech?

with PDs, you have to
embrace the backgrounds:

another way out
(deep DM tracks)



This is why we cannot have nice things
(origin of the 30-year halt in PDs)

(if you ask nicely, PRL will publish a lament)
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Hidden treasures of NIM-B
(and obvious knee-jerk reaction)



David vs. Goliath
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A new geochemical PD:
look for tell-tale concentration of fullerenes in ancient C-rich rocks

• True threshold detector: natural radioactivity cannot 
produce enough (if any) fullerenes due to short tracks and 
feeble dE/dx. Tabula rasa for highly-ionizing exotica. 

• C-60 takes a beating and keeps on ticking: it does survive 
over geological ages once formed (in rocks known to have 
undergone episodes of intense heating). Extremely stable.

• Fullerenes absent from “middle of the road” carbonaceous 
rocks (good sensitivity is immediately possible). 

Advantages:
1) Bulk chemical processing of rock, no etching of surfaces involved as in SSNTDs.
2) The sensitivity of the technique will grow as chromatographic methods develop (or until we run into a “suspicious” 
wide-spread and roughly constant fullerene concentration…)
3) Estimates in this paper are conservative (sticky C-H collisions in C12H22O11) and possibly outdated (new tech?).

Challenge:
Eminently x-disciplinary effort (geology, chromatography, ion-beam calibrations)

PRL 83 (1999) 309



Epilogue
Ringhals RX: ideal location for the hardest trick in this carnival

Based on measurements and 
discussions summer 2023:

• < 15 m to core.
• > 5.5 m concrete to core.
         (better than Russian RXs)
• > 30 m.w.e. (prob. ~50 m.w.e.)
• Roomy enough to contemplate 

PD fabrication mini-laboratory.  
• Friendly RX operator 

(Vattenfall)


